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Agenda

• Patient involvement – vision 2020
• Perspective change
• Together – patient involvement as an improvement method
• Learning organization
• Story telling as a pedagogical method
• Perspective exchange
Patients/relatives/citizens are still an underutilized resource in improving health care

• If we really want to do a good job we need to involve patients – relatives – citizens

• How can we be better resources for each other – together?
Perspective

Together we can improve care

Patients, relatives and employees working together
Together

The project "Together" started with three microsystems from different clinics

- ICU (intensive care unit) together with a surgical ward
- Emergency department
- Dialysis department

- Four workshops for shared learning
- Presentation at "Utvecklingskraft" - a national conference taking place here in Jönköping

We know we can improve care - Together

with patients and their relatives....
Moment of reflection....

Better care – creating a learning organization...
Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak, courage is also what it takes to sit down and listen...

Winston Churchill
How could we together create a better care?

What is your advice to all of us working with health care?

Which are the most important issues to create a patient active health care?
Thank You for participating!